Your CATALYST to Quality Care
and Financial Performance Using
Information Technology

Since 1990, HealthNET has been providing industry leadership
and partnering with our clients to achieve success. We have the
expertise to bring you best practice knowledge in all MEDITECH
platforms. With some of the most experienced MEDITECH
consultants in the industry, HealthNET provides a comprehensive
level of MEDITECH proficiency.
Our MEDITECH consulting resources offer a comprehensive suite of MEDITECH strategy, implementation,
optimization and staffing services. HealthNET project managers and application specialists are skilled
in MEDITECH methodology and bring to the table sophisticated tools that go beyond the “norm” to offer
multiple levels of checks and balances which ensure continuity and detailed oversight. Our dedication
to adhering to the MEDITECH READY methodology attests to our comprehensive knowledge and ability
to manage projects of differing levels of complexity. HealthNET has the skilled resources to ensure that
your organization is equipped to optimize your use of the MEDITECH platform.

QUALIFICATIONS
HealthNET’s MEDITECH
consultants average more
than 20 years of healthcare
experience with an expert
understanding of MAGIC,
Client/Server and 6.x. We
maximize the value
of your MEDITECH
investment by
leveraging our
collective healthcare
expertise and
bringing in-depth,
hands-on knowledge
of the MEDITECH platform.
Our team is skilled in
recognizing operational
improvement opportunities
and has the leadership talent
to work with your team to
determine the best fit for
your organization.
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IMPLEMENTATION AND OPTIMIZATION
HealthNET’s MEDITECH implementation and optimization
services provide for a comprehensive view of the
implementation life cycle which captures the process from initial
analysis and strategy phases, to the adoption of the system by
the physician and clinician community, and on to the enhanced
and streamlined use of the system across the enterprise.
Being “READY”
READY is MEDITECH’s
sophisticated
implementation
methodology
that takes a
comprehensive view
of the implementation process,
weaving in pre-implementation
planning, best practices and
dedicated support teams to
provide for faster and better
system usage outcomes.
HealthNET is experienced in
READY implementations and
has a team of experts with
direct hands-on expertise.

Role-Based
Access
HealthNET
has
established
a process
to more
closely create roledefined security within the
MEDITECH platform. After
the implementation of a
minimum use policy, access
is determined based upon
functionality requirements
and menus / access levels are
organized and defined.
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Clinical Systems
Advancement
Our advanced
consultants are
experienced in
the planning and
implementation
of building block
models that assist an
organization with planning
for and implementing clinical
information systems. We
educate and work with your
clinical management team
to understand and prioritize
the CIS functional areas—
CPOE, rules-based ordering,
MAR, care planning and
documentation.
Our focus on one-on-one
education for physicians and
clinicians ensures a level of
knowledge and familiarity
with application usage and
assists with overall system
adoption. HealthNET tailors
these clinical support services
to meet client needs whether
implementing a single
application or a full EHR.
Patient safety and quality
initiatives have positioned
organizations to seek
advanced clinical system
support. HealthNET is
skilled in assisting with the
analysis of current state and
providing recommendations
for optimizing applications
and care standards, often
leading to the implementation
of enhanced integrated
MEDITECH clinical
applications.

Revenue Cycle Enhancement
HealthNET’s complete
approach to the revenue cycle
has proven to be successful
in increasing cash flow and
lowering client days in AR.
Our thorough methodology
incorporates a strong
knowledge of MEDITECH’s
capabilities with business
operations expertise to
maximize workflows for
the scheduling, registration,
charging / coding and business
office areas.
MEDITECH Service Release
Management
HealthNET has developed a
standardized approach that
provides for a manageable,
streamlined process that
supports service releases.
Our testing methodology and
proven effective toolkit delivers
an efficient, comprehensive,
repeatable process to support
software testing and upgrade
implementation.

Reporting and Analytics
HealthNET provides an
approach to accessing,
organizing and re-engineering
your Data Repository (DR),
NPR, and Report Designer
(RD) reports. Our expertise
allows you to extract data
to feed Business Intelligence
applications or populate
performance dashboards.
There is much that you can
do through the use of your
existing DR, RD, and NPR
Reports and HealthNET project
consultants are skilled at
identifying reporting needs and
assisting with capturing and
managing this data to provide
for increased efficiencies and
information capabilities.
Web Ambulatory
and Patient Portal
MEDITECH provides a solid
foundation that enables your
organization to gather patient
provided data and include
it within one patient, one
record, one place
for the entire
story. HealthNET
is skilled at
the successful
implementation
and use of these
patient driven data
capture facilities.
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